EARTH DANCE

FLUTE

On Cue

(Move keys while gently blowing through instrument)
(Snap fingers slowly)
(Snap fingers rapidly)
(Pat knees)

In Tempo

(Snap fingers - gradually fade)
molto ritenuto

With Motion

a tempo

Slightly Slower

Dream-like

Jubilant
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EARTHDANCE

OBOE

On Cue

(Move keys while gently blowing through instrument)
(Snap fingers slowly)
(Snap fingers rapidly)
(Pat knees)

In Tempo

2 7 3 2
tenuto

5
(Snap fingers - gradually fade)
molto rit.

14

a tempo
rit.

23 With Motion

4

p < mf

31

9

40

7 48 5

mp

mp

mf

57

Slightly Slower

65

4 3

rit.

74 Dream-like

mp

p < mp

rit.
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EARDTANCE

BASSOON

On Cue

(Move keys while gently blowing through instrument)

(Snap fingers slowly)

(Snap fingers rapidly)

(Pat knees)

In Tempo

(Synth)

Play

(Synth)

Play

molto rit.

a tempo

With Motion

23

rit.

3

p — mf

9

7

40

48

57

65

Slightly Slower

74

Dream-like
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EARTHDANCE

Michael Sweeney

B♭ Clarinet 3

On Cue

(Snap fingers slowly) (Snap fingers rapidly) (Pat knees) (Snap fingers - gradually fade)

Cl. 2

On Cue

(molto rit.) a tempo mf

With Motion

(Slightly Slower)

Dream-like
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EARTHDANCE

B♭ TENOR SAXOPHONE

On Cue (Move keys while gently blowing through instrument)

In Tempo

(Snap fingers slowly) (Snap fingers rapidly) (Pat knees) (Snap fingers - gradually fade)

molto rit. a tempo mf

With Motion

rit. p < mf

Slightly Slower

B. Sax.

Play Dream-like

Jubilant
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